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INPROIMJCT ION
It has been only within the past decade or so that gaine management
west of the Mississippi River has been recognized as a justifiable soTrue enough, the need for Intelligent mantiviti of the Forest Service.
agement was there long before--and this need was also known to those administering the forest resources--but not until the hunting 2ublic became
aroused by the evLient probability of a serious depletion of these desirable resources were steps taken to correct these conditions.

The Forest Service In Region One (Montana and Idaho) has In the past
few years been cooperating closely with other feaeral, state and private
organizations interested in game welfare, in working out the best plan of
Such organizations are the
management for the different species of game.
Isaac Walton Leagues,
and
Fish
Board,
Game
the
State
Biological Service,
Service policy
The
Forest
Chambers
of
Cotmaerce.
Rod and Gun Clubs, and
principle
of the
established
to
the
of administration has been, according
largest
number."
Forest Service, the "greatest good to the

There are four factors which have an important bearing on the course
These are as folof Forest Service policy in regard to game management.
lows:

This is made known largely by the
The local demand for game.
(1)
private organizations referred to above. Perhaps the strongest among
these is the local Chamber of Commerce, which is fully cognizant of the
fact that an influx of hunters from otner parts of tne state or from other
states increases the town trade. Another item is the favorable publicity
which the community secures through the recreational value of wild game
in the nearby forests.

The demand for domestic stock range. This factor tends to coun(2)
teract the one mentioned above, and in the case of established bone ficte
stock raisers it is a strong and. legitimate deterrant to an increase in
In some oases the pressure against reserving the grazgame population.
Ing resources for gaine is exerted by large sheep or cattle ranchers who
If this pressure origidepend on the national forests for summer range.
nates with transient sheep owners and results in an Influence on the course
of legislation, it becomes more difficult to combat by the Forest Service
than when it is the individual protests from the local settlers, tnough
the latter may be (and usually are) the more deserving of consideration.
It has been only since the
(3)
The carrying capacity of the range.
advent of the New Deal that intensive grazing surveys have been run on
the national forests in Region One. On some of the forests this data is
not yet complete. However, the important portions of game and domestic
stock range have been so surveyed and tne grazing resources thereon are
fairly accurately known.

The game population in the forest or in the region. This factor ties in with (3), above, in that an attempt is made to limit the game
(4)

population of each species to the number which can subsist on the amount
of forage present on the area without doing damage to the range.
The pos.sibility of game animals doing damage to private propertj is also consider ed..

From the above information the procedure is to use it as
basis for
the development of a sensible gane management plan.
The work performed
on the project to which tnis thesis pertains had to do largelj with the
last two factors presented above, the first two being quite definitely
mown by the local Forest Service office.
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PART

I

HISTORY OF ELK IN YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
The wili aniiîial life which at present makes its home in the Yellowstone National Park constitutes one of the most important features of attractions which the Park possesses.
If the average tourist who has just
feastei his eyes on the variety an abunàance of big game witnin the Park
were tola that sorne hunareã years ago the larger ruminants ana carnivores
among this genie were unknown in this area, he woulu. no doubt be inclined
to discreit this statement.

According to
P. Skinner, former Yellowstone Park naturalist, who
has very ably outlinel the local histor of elk in the Park in Roosevelt
Wild Life 3ulletin, Vol. 4, No. 2, the Lewis and Clerk expeñtion had. con.

--

siderable d.ifficulty in ìeeping their food larier sufficiently fi11e to
SUpp11 the bare necessities of nutrition during their trip through the
Part ani the areas of similar eco1oica1 charicteristios aijacent to it.
"When the pione3rs first en:;,uotin; from the writings of tnis authority:
they found there a wonerfu1 aggregation
tereì the western plains
of large anirn1s, eseoia11i on the broad, wide open prairies an
plains
In later iajs wild life was more abundant in the mounteins.
But
that this was not so originally, we find vers' evident from a careful perusai of Lewis and Clark's journals. While they were on the plains, and
right up to the time they entered the mountains, these explorers were able
to supplj themselves with an abundnce of fresh meat.
But after theî entered the mountains, came practically ceased; and when the' met the 3hoshoni Indians on the headwters of the Jefferson River (wiich lie iirectly
west of the Park) even the Indians ha onlj selmon and berry cakes to trade
to them (Wheeler, '04, Vol. 2, p. 5'?).
A little later, on September 12,
Lewis ami Clark speaic of the 'scantiness of game' ani relate that the Indians had to peel pine trees 'to procure the inner berk for food' (1.c., p.
On september 14 the, 'killed a colt, on which they made a hearty supai).
per' (i.e., p.
A.nd efter thet, Lewis and ClarK were forcei to depend
1).
on horses secured of the Indians, and even on dos purchesed from the same
source, for their on1i food supp1."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Later expeditions into tne Park revealed that the influx of wild animais was very slow inaeed. The fo11owin is another quotation from the
work referred to above, and is itself a quotation from the journals of Capt.
Barlow, who with Capt. Heap, army engineers, were in charge
thirteen men
on an expedition of five weeks duration through the Park in 1871:
"lthough
I have recorded all the animals seen on an extensive trip, the nuniber is
very meagre indeed.
kost eloquent of the paucity of game ania1s is the
fact that a parti of fifteen all armed, and sorne at least expert shots, allowed their supplies to become 'just exheuste' eight days before the end
of the trip so that they hn to send bacK for more food
Yet this part'
covered a good deal of territory never oefore visited by a white man, so far
as we icnow."
(Both 0± tne above quotations were taken from "Northern Yellowstone E1 3tudi," bj N.
Rush, at present Regional Director of the Biological Service, Portland, Oregon.)
.

The twenty 'ears following the date ol the expedition referred. to above
witnessed a tremendous increase of e1 in the Park. Wr. Rush, in the builetin referred to, quotes from the Park Superintenent's report of 1891 the
following:
"The elk have increased enormousli, and most conservative estimates place their number at 25,000, and I have no doubts of the presence of
that many." This number was substantiated in the report of the following
year.

The records which heve been kept of the history of this elk herd reveal that wide fluctuations have taken piace in their numbers. Those reoords which are available follow:
1897
1899
1907
1908
1910

20,000
35,000
25,000
25,000
30,000

head
to 60,000
to 40,000
to 50,000
to 40,000

-4-

head
head
head
head

(estimated)
(estimated)
(estimatea)
(estimated)
(estimated)

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1919
1920
1927
1928

30,000
32,970
35,30Ö
37,100
31,500
25,000
11,000
17,347
14,150

head.
head.
head.
head.
head.
head,
head.
head.
head.

(count)
(count)
(count)
(count)
(count)
(estimated.)
(estimated)
(count)
(estimated)

To unUerstand. the reasons for the wid.e variations in elk population
given above, it is first necessary to Amow something about the natural habitat of elk and. to compare tnis habitat with that founì in their new environment in the Park.

Reference has already been made to the fact tnat elk originally inhabthe prairies of the plains anti foothills. These areas lie at elevations mostly below 5000 feet elevation and. compose the Transition zone.
Vegetation native to this zone is: Cottonwood. (Populus angustifolla),
Rocky Mountain juniper (Juniperus scopulorum), wild. rose (Rosa fend.leri),
chokecherry (Prunus melanocarpa), western wheat grass (tgropyron smithil),
porcupine grass (Stipe cometa), giant rye grass (Elymus condensatus), balsain root (Balsamorrhiza saittata), beard-tongue (Pentstemon nitld.us) and
their associates.
ited.

During the gradual but steady westwara march of civilization and the
encroaching of the cattle kings in the last half of the 19th century on
the natural range of elk, trìis species of game was pusned into trie life
zones at higher elevations and into a wholly different environment.
ot
only was the climate under the new set of conditions more rigorous, but it
was necessary for the elk to utilize a different type 0± forage.
Where
browse forage occasionally necessary for them to subsist almost wholly on
it.

While the elk does not rate the highest among big same animals in its
adaptability to changes in environmental conditions, it is nevertheless
able to adjust itself to such changes more easily than most of our herbiThough these changes took place over a period of about fifty years,
vores.
biologists agree that this still represents a sudden change for a form of
life the size of an elk to go through.
Bearing this in mina, it is not
strnge that this species 0± game shoula be sensitive to those factors in
its new environment which were most unfavoraUle to its well-being.
Sunimer range for elk in the Park is quite satisfactory, providing
their numbers do not increase to the point where the ranges will not carry
them. That the Park has in the pest oeen over-populeted is evident from a
perusal of the reports of the Park Superintendent, who at various times has
estimate the number to be twice what it should. be for goo game management.
Sucn a circumstance will naturally be reflected. in the condition of the animais, rendering tnem more susceptible to diseases and. parasites.
It will
be shown that this factor alone constitutes a serious problem in the successful management of elk on winter range.

Because of the elevation of most ox the Park area, snowiall and low
temperatures in winter render it untenable to elk at this season. The
-5-
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southern portion of the Park la an exception to this coMition, this area
being adjacent to the Jaolcson Hole country. But the northern enì of the
Pari is praotically destitute of elk in winter,
ue to the factors mentioned above. This part of the herd. goes to lower elevations by two different routes:
(1) down the Yellowstone River into the erefl adjacent to
Gardiner, 11ontana, onto the kbsaroka Tational Forest, and (2) down the
Gallatin River, onto the Gallatin National Forest.

ach of tne above areas is inhabiteì by stockmen and farmers who heve
long ago taken up all the proauctive land in tneir neighborhoods.
In the
past tne' nave suimereci their herts largely on National Forest lana, reserving the meadows which they owned for winter feeding. This procedure
hìs resulted in a verj close utilization of all native forage, and in most
cases has let to over-utilization of the range and to its deterioration.
t present the problem of erosion due to en absence of vegetation is of the
first importence over a large part 0±' the untimbered portions of these areas.
Permitted grazing has, so far as has been possible, been cut down to the
carrying capacities 0± the range, but in the case of establisheu stock
raisers, this is necessarily a slow process.
The crux of tne major game managenvmt problem lies in the conait ions
mentioned in tne above paragraph. When the elk herds make their annual migration to winter range they fini much o± it already closely cropped of the
most palatable forage.
If it happens to ue an open winter witn little snow
and few periods of protracted low temperAtures, the elk do not l'are so badBut if winter conditions are average or, worse still, abnormally seli7.
vere, they soon become weakened an
fall easy prey to par8sites and disease.
A garne studi conaucted on the Gallatin Forest during the winter of 1926-27
revealed. a winter loss 0±' over l5, considering only the dead animals found.

Another factor which hes had a strong influence in the fluctuations
in elk population in the pnst has been the heavy kills auring hunting season.
Though trìis factor is more easily controllei than taose listed above,
it nevertheless
es at times resulte
in a sharp decrese in t'ne northern
Yellowstone herd. Wr. Rush states in his publication that in 1928 a total
of 1520 head were known to have been taken in hunting season.
These heav,
kills are largely due to the into1erable hunting conditions prevailing along the Park boundary near Cardiner.
The so-called "hunters" line themselves up along the boundary an slaughter the elk off as they are forced
out of the Park by tne oncoming winter.
Agitation for the correction of
these conditions has been under way for some time, but tne writer has no
knowledge of anything having been done to remedy the situation.
Swnrnarizing the history of elk in Yellowstone Park, we find that:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

lk were not known to frequent the Park area unuer natural condit ions
The sudden increase of el in the Park was de to tne activities of the wrJ.te man (cattle ranchers, farmers, etc.) on the
natural rann of this species.
winter conditions in tne Park, because of its elevation as reflected in heavy snowfall and low temperatures, renders it untenable to elk at this season.
Heavy permitted grazing on National Forest lan adjacent to

(5)

(6)

tne Park has resulted in a serious leterioration of the winter
range on these areas.
These conditions result in a weakened condition of the elk,
which is responsible for heavy winter losses during severe
winters.
Hunting coniitions are very unsatisfactory along the north
boundnry of the Park.

Reference has already been made to the routes taken by the major bands
of the rorthern Yellowstone elk herd in their migration to winter range.
It is not positively known whether the portion of the nerd which winters
on the Gallatin has any intercourse with those wintering in the vicinity
of Gardiner on tne Yellowstone
iver rainage.
The fact that the GallatiriYellowstone herd varies in population rather widely from year to year may
indicate that tnere is sorne intermixing. As the arrival of winter weather
is the strongest factor influencinb the migration of the elk, lt is possible that the procedure followed b them is to hend for lower elevations
from whatever area they happen to be occupying.
It is believed that these
conditions are the cause of the szìarp fluctuetions in the numbers of these
herds from year to year.

-.7 -
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0F WINTER'S WORK 1934-195

The Area Studied
General Description

The Gallatin National Forest lies directly west and north of the inIt is bounded on
tersect ion of the 111th meridian an trie 45th parallel.
the south-east by the Yellowstone National Park, on the north-east by the
Absaroka National Forest, on the north by the Gallatin River Valley, and
the west boundary follows very closely the Madison River Valley. The headquarters for the forest are located in Bozeman, Montana.
That part of the Gallatin Forest which was studied with particular reference to elk rance is drained exclusively by the Gallatin River, and compromises the largest portion of the Gallatin Ranger Distict o that forest.
Most of this area is of rough terrain, ranging in elevation from 4000 to
7000 feet above sea level.

Life zones

Within the range of elevations occurring on the Gallatin Forest are
By far tne largest portne Canadian, Hudsonian and &rctic-Alpine zones.
The main timtion of tne winter elk range is foun in the Canadian zone.
lodgepole
taxifolia,
(Pseudotsuga
Douglas
fir
zone
are
in
this
ber types
Herbaceous
(Populus
aspen
tremuloLies).
quaking
and
pine (Pinus contorta)
vegetation associated witn these species is bunch grass (gropyron spp.),
blue bunch grass (Festuca sp.), needle grass (Stipa spp.), brome grass
(Bromus app.), seuge (Carex spp.), rush (Juncus spp.), blue grass (Poa
spp.), June gress (Koehieria spp.), yarrow (Achillea lonulosa), senecio
(Senecio spp.), fire weed (Chamaenerion angustilolia), potentilla (Potentilla spp.), and others of lesser importance as forage an.i or mofe limited
distribution and abundance.
Vithin the bourniaries of the Galletin National Forest are found practically all the uses existing on Vestern forests--timber sale, grazing resources, mining, special use permits, summer homes, hunting, "dude" ranch
concessions--ani the proper administration of all these varIe resources
Alone the Gallatin River there are sorne twentypresents a complex problem.
make a living by raising a few cattle or by
to
odd small ranchers who try
the
Gallatin Valley outside the Forest boundary.
working at corrnon labor in
distinctly
sub-marginal--mere "shoe-string"
In most cases the ranches are
affairs--but they are homes to the people owning them, which have either
been handed down to them b their forebears or which they have carved out
Attempts by the Forest Service to disof Nature's raw state themselves.
lodge them and to establish them in more favorable conditions have so far
The fact that sucri a process has been attempted
met with little success.
factor which has
has put the Service in ill repute among these settlers.
strengthened tnis animosity towari tne Service nas been the withdrawal of
.

an appreciable area from grazing use and the reduction of permitted grazing on the balance to within about 50 percent of its rormer quota.
This
reduction has been a gradual process, made necessary by a condition of
overgrazing and improper use of the range which once prevailed.

2opographi

Locatloi

of

Area covered

The area covered by that part of the project which forms the basis of'
this thesis is outlined on the accompanying map. Two divisions were made
of tnis area as follows:
(i)

(2)

Upper Gallatin--comprising all of the (allatin River Drainage soutn of the Buffalohorn-lkhorn Creeks Divide on the
east, and the Buck creek Ridge (divide between Buck creek,
Beaver Creek and the West Forc Drainage) on the west. The
Yellowstone National Park was the south boundary of the
above unit. However, considerable work was done inside the
Park boundary, such as securing game counts, collecting elk
stomach samples, etc. Little work was done above the mouth
of' Black Butte Oreec.
Lower Gallatin--comprising the area from the north boundary
of the above unit to ana including the Squaw creek Drainage
on the east, anti including the Spanish Peas Primitive Area
on the west.

General Statement of

The Gallatin Game Studies Project was organized primarily for the purpose of studying conditions on the winter range of those elk which migrate
out or the Yellowstone National Park onto the Gallatin District of the Gallatin rational Forest in early winter and return again to the Perk the following spring. The successful management of' this hera constitutes by far
the most important game management problem on the Gallatin Ranger District.
The assignments which had a direct bearing on the above problem were
as follows:
(1)

(2)

()

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

To determine the area of winter range use by the Gallatin
lk Heru, this to be kept by ani'al-months and outlined on
grazing survey maps each month.
To determine the numbers, by sex and age-class, of elk using
the various parts of' the winter range on the Gallatin Drainage.
To determine the drifts of migrations of elk into, within, or
from the Gallatin District, ana to record these drifts on the
maps.
To determine the kind and amount of l'orage used and left unusea by the various species, and the influence of snow depth
upon this use or non-use.
To determine losses among elk, by sex and age-class, ana the
causes of these losses.
To distribute salt at designatea stations on the forest, and.
to study use made of salt by elk.
To enforce game laws on the forest and to apprehend violators
of these laws.

Date Initiated and Personnel

The project was initiated on December 1, 1934, at which tiiie the
writer first arrived on tne area to be studied. The rest of the crew of
eight 0CC men cerne on December 3.
Ione of the men assigned to assist the writer ir. the work had had any
experience in making studies of game, an only three hai received schooling above grade school.
It was therefore necessary to train them in the
rudinients of observing, tracking and counting game, in the use of the
pocket compass, in recognizing the important species of forage plants, and
in general woodsmansnip.
Facilities for Studs
Quarters
The area covered by the Winter Game Studies on the Gallatin ationa1
Forest comprises of approximately 575 square miles. Obviously, it was necessary to use patrol cabins along the lines of travel to adequately study
an area of this size. Two headquarters camps were established, at each of
which hali of the crew were stationed. One of these was the ranger station
at Cinnamon Ranger Station and the other was at the Porcupine Ranger Station.
Eaon of these stations are equipped with a barn for horses and quite
comfortable accornodations for permanent occupancy.
In auiition to these, eleven patrol stations, located at strategic
points on the area, were usei.
Some of these were merely tents set on
rough board frames, while others were unfinished ranger stations which had
been erected during the previous summer's CCC activities.
Some of them had
telephone connections with the main camps and all were furnished with food
of some sort, though in several of them there were no freeze-proof grub
cellars and only food that would not freeze could be supplied.

The location cf the various cabins and stations is shown on the map
as are also the generai patrol routes used in
covering the area.

aocoranying this thesis,

Horses
There were six saddle horses furnishea for use during the study, but
these could not be used from the third weeic in Decemoer until about the
first of A.pril, because of snow.
Equipment
Eacr man was furnished a pair of skis and a pair or snowshoes.
The
skis were 8'x3-" cross-country type, made of hard. maple.
These were found
quite satisactory under tne varied conditions of travel, and In spite of
their width and kind of wood useo., the, were quite fast when properly waxed.
The snowshoes were of two types:
five pairs of l3t'x48, having only a moderate up-turn at the tip, and five pairs of l2"x60" size, with a prominent
up-turn. The latter were best for soft loose snow an for running.

-10-

After trie snow got somewhat packeã the skis were usei almost exclusively as it was foinu that travel by tnis rietho was appreciably faster.
Rarely it ws necessary to take both twebsne and. skis ani to wear them el-

Lunch on the trail

ternately. While the skis were in use, txie webs were hooked over the sHepieces or the Yukon pack-frame that each man usei, while if it was necessary to use tne webs, the sis were iragged by a ligrit rope hooked into the
tips of them.
A table of mileage covered auring the period of the study ahowei an
average monthly mileage of slightly over OO miles per man by the various
methois of travel. This of course covered only the mileage made while on

duty.
Other equipment that might be mentionea is a number of sets of artT
binoculars of obsolete issu', belt axes, ami lst but not least, sun glasses.
To prevent eyesight difficulties it ws necessary to keep these glasses in
gooi condition at all times.

Climatic Comiit ions

December
An average snow depth of 9" was on the grouni over the area studied
on December 1, when the work was initiated.
The weather record for this
month showed an aiiitional snowfall of 12".
It shouli be remembered, how-

-11-

ever, that shortly after falling, new snow settles down to about half of
its original depth.
Short spells of thawing weather also helped decrease
snow depth, so that at the end of the month the average depth was between
11" and 12".

Practically no dri±ting occurred over the entire aree during DecemThe only local areas which were affected by drifting were the lower
portions of Teepee Creek and Daly Creek, the Gallatin Canyon between Monument an Sage Creeks, and the untimbered parts of the area between lower
eadow Creek and Taylor Fork. none of these areas have a continuous body
of timber on it, and drifting was occasioned by the fact that wind movement
is hamperea thereon.
ber.

!i1d temperatures prevailing throughout most of the month prevented
the snow from becoming packed or crusted, making travel by any means of
conveyance difficult. The snow was of practically the same loose character
throughout its depth.

January

Precipitation auring January was about normal, as compare with available records of past years.
Snows occurred on five different days throughout the niontui, totalling approximately 18", but several thaws luring this
period appreciably decreased the depth of the snow over what it normally
would have been. At the end of the month the following depths were recorded:
Divide between 1apiti, Lightning and Beaver Creeks
Divide between Buck Creek and Yellowmule Creek
Upper Taylor Fork Drainage
Lower Taylor Fork Drainage
Cinnamon Ranger Station and vicinity
Squaw Creek and vicinity
.

.

.

.

.

40"
38"

.................. 3'
................. 22"
........
.................. lo"
.

.

.

14's

These are the average cepths over the areas indicated, and not the everage depths on the areas comprising ti-xe bulk of the winter elk range.
The
divides mentioned above, for instance, are largely outsice the limits of
the usual winter elk rane, due to a scarcity of an appreciable volume of
elk forage on them at any time of year. The thaws mentioneu. above removed
practically all snow cover from the wind-swept ridges, except where the wind
had. deposited it in 1are banks.
The period from the 1st to the 24th was cola enough to prevent any decided change from taking place in the character of the snow.
wet snowfall
on the 8th made it slightly riore packed, and where drifting had occurred,
it was moderately crusted on top.
A spell of thawing weather, wnich began
on the 24th arid lasted practically unbroken for the remainder of the month,
settled the snow considerably and caused it to become more granular in character. This was true even of places protected from the cdrect rays of the
sun.

February
Precipitation during February was very light as compare with that of
the months preceding and following it.
At Gallatin Station (in the Yellow-
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stone etiona1 Park) lt amountei to less than half of that of January.
the lower country the iifference was even greater.

In

A snowstorm oocurrinE Ofl ti'e 7th ana. 8th was followed bi a cohi spell
until the 18th, ãuring which time tne average snow depth remained
practically stationarc in places protected from the sun's rays. On south
an west slopes, however, axid on steep, rocky areas protected from the wini,
such as the east side of the Gallatin Canion, most of the snow had. disappeered bj the en or the month.
Though the nights anJ. mornings, from the
18th to the 28th, were well below thawing temperatures, the warm parts of
tne dais were warm enough to graduell' remove tne snow on sucn areas.

lstin

Under coniitions such as outlined above it is practicalli impossible
to arrive at the averae snow depth by actual measurement.
An estimate
mae at the ena 01 the month, covering the Gallatin Drainage froa the Park
Boundar,i to 3quaw Creek, placed tne average depth of the snow, if distribute evenly over the entire area, between 12" and 15".
Because ci the warm weather that prevailed during the latter part of
January, the snow became heavily crusted during the cold weather in February.
In some cases this crust was strong enough to support a horse and
P. water
riuer.
content analysis made of tne snow at the end of the month
gave 2O.5 water by volume.

?arch
In contrast with te abnormally light snowfall of February, more snow
fell during March than had fallen during both January and February. ?Tone
of this came In large quantities at an, one time, but was distributed over
fourteen days of light snows and flurries. P.t Gallatir. Station, where precipitation records are kept, the total precipitation which fell during the
months of December, January and February amounted to 3.49" of water. DurIng }iarch alone It amounte
to 3.47".

Though thawIng temperatures occurred throughout most or the month,
there were enough days of strong winis to cause considerable drifting.
Drifts which hai been deposited earlier in the winter reache their maximum depth and extent during the montn.
What little snow that was left on
wind-swept ridges soon melted, in some cases leaving large local areas totally devoid of snow, surrounded by deep drifts.
This was true of the
crests of ridges lying on trie north side of Taylor Fork from its mouth to
the mouth of Cache Creek.
Wherever drifting took place, a hard crust formed on the drifts, which
was strong enough in some places to support game animals. The larger drifts
whici-ì were built up on siies of' steep slopes caused snow slides later when
warn: weather came.
Apr il
At the beginning of the month the snow depths on the Gallatin District
ranged from 60" on the Lightning-Beaver Creeks Divide to 9" on the average
at Squaw Creek Ranger Station.
Between these two points snow depths ranged
from O" to 45'. At the end of the first week the weather became quite warm,
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and the untimbered. riciges of south and southeast exj)osures, on which wind
and thawing temperatures had cept tne average snow depth throughout the
winter below 12", soon beceme bare of snow.
few light flurries of snow tne first weeic did not apreciaoly add
to the average depth on the range. y the fifteenth of the month the snow
was limited to ariftea areas, ana these gradually decreased in size until,
at the end o" the month, it was estimated that 75% of' the important range
area was devoid of snow. From this time on snow was no longer a limiting
factor in the use of' the range.

Temperature Record
Minimum thermometers were furnishec all the patrol cabins, ana these
were consulted for local aifferences in minimum temperatures
comparing
with the record kept at Cinnamon Ranger Station. It was thought desirable
to recora botn the minimum and trie maximum temperatures occurring each day,
on wnicn sorne idea of an average tenperature could be based. But because
the tnermometers used recorded only the minimum temperatures, 2:00 o'clock
was arbitrarily cnosen to be the warmest part of the cLay and the maximum
readings were taken at this time.
'os'

The average temperatures given celow for each month were arrived at
the following process: The average temperature for eacn day was found
by taking one-half tne sum of the maximum and minimum temperatures for
each day; these averages were totalled for tìie month and tnis total divided
by the number of' days in the month.
These averages (taken for only the
winter months) follow:
by

Table 1.

Average Temperatures - By Yonths

Month

kverage Temperature

20.6° F.
17.0° F.
18.7° F.

Jiecember

January
February

2.6°

March

F.

Averages sucrA as tne above do not bring out the sudden changes of ternperatures wnicn occur in this region. The tables given below tend to snow
these fluctuations. However, because tne maxinum temperatures recorded may

not have been the real maximum, due to the type of thermometer used, the
changes which actually occurred may have been, and no doubt were, greater
than those given.

Table 2.

Diurnal Fluctuations in Temperatures -

Fluctuations per 8 Hours

Maximum

Month

December

January
February
March

40° F.
9O

410

Maximum
Minimum

By

Differences from One
Reading to the Next
27° F.
510 F.
22° F.
l0 F.

F.
F.

6° F.
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Wonths

Table

.3.

Maximum

and.

Minimum Temperatures

-

By Months

Maximum

Minimum

December
January
February

410 F.
400 F.
42° 1.

March

50° F.

-8° F.
-39° F.
_190 F.
_80 F.

Month

Available Range Area

-

ronths

December

During the month of December no appreciable aount of winter elk range
was rendered unavailable uue to snow depth, witn the exception of between
8
and. 1O
of the area on the open slopes in lower Teepee and. Daly Creeks,
and. between 4
to 6% of tie open country in readow Creek.
These local areas
had. become sufficiently d.rifte
on trie 26th of tne month to render the forage thereon unavailable for the balance of the montn.
The percentages given
above were estimated..
January

Increased snow depth and irifting during January appreciably decreased
the amount of available range area.
This was especially true of those areas
already referred to as lying in the path of driving WifldS, where a medium
crust forma on the snow in banks of rift formation. Where the ground.
cover
drifts
pawing profitable to the elk, they utilized.
these areas in spite of the increased snow aepth.
The elk were in good
physicnl condition and pawing was quite general over the entire winter elk
range.
The winas which eposited the drifts on the leeward. sides of ridges
the low-lying creek types, also uncovered slopes ani ridge tops
which before had been covered by a more or less even depth of snow. A
three-aa, cold spell from tne 19th to the 21st, both dates inclusive,
greatly increased the hardness of the crust on the snow drifts, making pawing less easy.
A warm spell, eginnin on the 24th and. lasting the balance
of the month, wholly removed tne snow on exposed nages, and in spite of a
scant forage cover on suon areas, tki elk preferred to graze on them, one
spear at a time, to pawing for feed. in from one to two feet of snow.
and. in

It was estimatex that between 30 and 40
of the winter elk range was
mace unavailable ue to snow aepth as a result of the cola spell referred

to

above.

February
Continued warm weather an an abnormally light snowfall during February further decreasec the amount of range area coverea by snow over that
of January. However, the amount of' forage uncoverea, considering the total amount of forage on the ground, was not nearly proportional to the area
upon which the snow was wholly rernoveu..
This is due to the fact that practically the only areas widen had any considerable arnount oí forage left on
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them were those 1ow-1i1n areas along creecs and. d.r, irainages on which the
snow deptn had. been stead.ily ìncreasinß instead of decreasing.
Due to the fact that the eLc had. been using tne exposei, wind-swept
areas urin January and. the last week of December, very little forage was
left on them for use during February. lt is estimated that at the close of
the month a total of 30% to 35% of the range area was practically free of
snow; tnat an additional 40% to 45% was available only by pawing; and that
the remaining 2O to 30% was unavailable because of crusted and paciced snow
ana because of the weacer conition of tne elc. However, that part of the
area which was unavailable represented approximately 85% of the palatable
forage left on tne ground. t that time.

parch
The effect of a relatively heavy snowfall during !'arch was partially
by frequent spells of thawing weather. On sites favorably located
for thawing or exposed to tne wind, the snow which fell tnroughout the
month did not accumulate, but was removed within a short time after it
fell; but on those sites on which it did accumulate the
encroached
on what
forage was left to sucn an extent that at the en of the
month the amount of range area made unavailable, due to snow depth, was
estimated at between 50 and 60%. xcept where loose snow had been depositea during the month, pawings for feed were relatively uncommon. The 40%
or 5O of the range area which was available haa been grazed over so often
during the winter that practically no forage was left. Warmer weather toward the end of the month helped this condition by removing the snow to
some extent on forage-supporting areas.

offset

rifts

little

April
deciued change tooc place in the weather conditions during the
Ppril over those prevailing tile latter weea in Varch, but
from then on warmer weather removed sufficient snow from areas wnicìi had
been unutilizei throughout the winter de to deep snow, to provide an abundance of forage for the elk. after the 15th of the month new growth
became available in increasingly greater quantities, and by the end of the
month it formed. a major proportion of the forage eaten. kt that time the
new growth, notably Blue Bunchgrass (Festuca idanoensis), was from two to
three inches tall on sites from which the snow haa first been removed.

first

No

weec in

Location ana Wovements of
Location at

start of

Game

During Study

Jtudy

At the time the wor was initiated. (December 1) the migration of the
elk to winter range outside the Yellowstone Park had. just begun. On November 28 Park Ranger Griim of the Gallatin Station (Y. T. P.) counted 280
head in the Gallatin River bottoms between the mouths of Daly and. Teepee

On December 10 a herd of slightly over 300 hea were first seen
the open ridges lying between the 3age Creek-Wapiti Creec Divide and the
Vapiti Ranger Station.

Creeks.
on

From Ranger Griri it was learned tnat sorne of triase elc had migrated
down-country as far as Daly Creek during October. On the 19th of that month
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he counted 220 head near the mouth of that creek.
Ninety-seven of these
drifted, farther back into the Park with the fluctuations of temperature
and. weather conditions incident to late fall ami did not leave the Park
again until later in December.
So with the exception of the band. of 220
head which rare utilizing the river bottoms adjacent to the Park boundary
(botn within and without the Park) at the beginning of December, all of the
Gallatin-yellowstone elk herd. were still inside the Park. This, of course,
does not include those few elk which sunmier on the Gallatin Forest.
The larger bands of elk, numbering in some oases over O0 head, made
their migration to winter range during the first three weeks in December.
Those migrating after this date were small bands of from a dozen to 50 head
which hau. become separated. from larger bands at intervals along the migration routes.
These continued to move to new areas as late as the end of
the first week in January and could more correctly be terme. the expansion
of the nerd in the general areas.

Concentrations During Winter
It should. be understood that "concentrations," as herein treated, does
not mean the largest number of gerne on an certain drainage or area, but
the largest number on that area, taking into consideration the amount of
available forage on it.

No large concentrations occurred during the winter, as compared with
records of those of other years. Those wiiich did occur were only of local
extent, and were caused by factors having a local influence.
The greatest concentration in the area drained by Porcupine Creek took
place during the second and third weeks in January.
This concentration was
due to an increase in snow depth in the area between that drainage and Buffaloriorn Creek, which decreased the amount of available range area.
Low
temperatures also helped to bring the elk down farther.
The heaviest concentration in the park area and. adjacent to it occurred
the last two weeks in February and was caused by low temperatures and. a diminution of range area due to snow aepth.
At this time the elk made heavy
use of the willow browse in the river bottofls, which protruded out of the
snow or coula be made available with little pawing.

During the last week in March and the first two weeks in tpr1l a larger
number of elk oocupiea Meadow Creek than had heretofore been the case. This
can hardly be termed a concentration, as the warm weather had removed the
snow from much 0±' the area and the newly-exposed forage was relished by the
elk.
Late in April the number of elk in Taylor Fork had incresed from
around 400 head at the end of March to over 900 head. As the first of the
elk which comprised this increase started to drift into the area before the
available range area had. been materially increased, it is believed that the
elk had. anticipated this condition.
It is also believed that it is customary for the elk to assemble in Taylor Fork before they begin their spring
migration to summer range.
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Movements to Suimner Rarxe
The first movement toward sunnner range was noted on May 13, when a band
50 elk were observed to go up the Gallatin River from the vioinitj of the
mouth of black Butte Creeì to Bacon Rind Creei.
uring the weei following,
migrations from the upper part of the winter range, that is, from the area
drained bi the Gallatin River above Sage Creei, continued at irregular interof'

vals. Other bands came in froi Buffalohorn Creek via the Teepee-Cowflat
Pass, and from Taylor Fora and took the place of those which had gone before.
The latter went b three different routes:
(1) down the Taylor Fork to its
mouth and upstream along the river; (2) up Slide Creek aoross the Slide
Creek-Sage Creec Divide, and aown Sage Creec to the Gallatin River; and (3)
up the east side of Little Wapiti Creek and over the divide between that
drainage and Sage Creek at the low pass crossed by Trail 74 (see map) and
down Monument Creek and Lodgepole Creek into the Gallatin Canyon.
It was not determined, during the course of' this study, at what time
these migrations to summer ran'e are completed.
It is known, however, that
the spring migration, in contrast with that of early winter, is entirely
unhurried.
Instinct and increased human activity in the lower country are
factors, the writer believes, which influence the elk to make the migration.
On the other hand, however, a very strong restraining factor in the spring
migration is the fact that new forage on the bulk of the winter el range
area star.s its growth from two to four weeks earlier than it does inside
the Park.
It will be shown below that the elk at this time are in no conaition to ignore this fact.

From Ranger rimm (Y. N. P.) it was learned that some 400 elk ordinarily remain in the vicinity of Daly and Black Butte Creeks until the latter
part of June.
After calving season is over, they slowly drift southward.
Forage
Limiting Factors in Use of Forage
depth is the most important limiting factor in the use of forage
the winter range.
During a winter such as the one during which
was maae, the total snow, if iistribute evenly on the range,
seriously have hamperea utilization of creek bottoms over most
of the area; but due to
rifting, it is only natural that the elk will use
areas on which trie snow has blown or melted off in preference to areas covered by deep drifts.
Snow
elk on
the study
would not
by

A number of factors besides snowfall are responsible for the non-use
of forage-supporting areas on the winter elk range.
The most important of
these are:
(1) driftin, causing snow to pile up on the leeward sides of
areas sheltered from the winu and packing it much more firmly than it could
become from its own weight; (2) crusting, causect by thawing temperatures
followed by freezing weather. Then this takes place several times in succession, a crust of ice-like snow forms on toL) 01 the irift which is praotically impervious to the animal's hoof.
(3)
The animal's physicl condition. Weakness caused by lack of forage, ticks, internal parasites, old
age, or by any other condition will iecrease the animal's willingness or
even make it impossible for him to paw through a crust of icy or packed
snow.
Jtronger animals that may be constitutionally able to do so soon de-
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velop sore feet, causing them to move to areas support1n forage that is
more easily available, though perhaps less palatable end nutritious.
Pawings in 3now

While the snow is not too ieep and. is not seriousl' packed or crusted,
pawing for forage is very common among all elk in earls winter. Later, as
some 0±' the elk become weak because o± a lack of sufficient forage, or due
to tick infestations, or ii thej have developed sore feet from pawing
through crusted snow, pawing becomes less frequent.
It has been observed.
that the weaker aninals will sometimes follow the stronger, using the latter's pawings and. cropping out of these pawings what is left b them.
In
one instance a band. of elk had used a 4-Type (sage brusa, supporting herbaceous forage) on the suck Creek-Meadow Creek Divide on which it had been
necessary to paw through l8' of snow to reach e rather scant cover of forage.
?bout a month later a band again used this area, and as several inches
of additional snow hai fallen in the nentiTne, thed reopened the old pawings, rather than make new ones.
The composition and density of forage cover under the snow has an influence on the prevalence and depth of pawings. The deepest average pawings occur on marsh types, on which marsh sedge (Carex atrata) is most eagerly sought. Pawings of 24" are usually the maximum on such ty)es. The
deepest pawings noted throughout the winter were 30". These were in a 5Type (browse and grass) with an abunaance of tender willow shoots from 12"
to 16" tall.
Here the elc pawed down until the top of the shoots were uncovered, cropped them off, then uncovered. another section of them, and so
on until the bottom was reached.
The leg action of a pawing elk is quite different from that of a horse.
Instead. of moving the leg in a vertical plane and pawing straight back with
a bent Amee, as is true of a horse, the elk moves his leg in an arc of almost a quarter circle from the front to the side corresponding to the foot
he is using.
The knee is kept quite straight and rigid--almost locked.
This procedure is somewhat modified in crusted or packed sow, where it is
necessary to give a more ownward. thrust to the foot. The feet are used
alternately, and quite often each foot is used once before grazing is resunied.
Steepness of slope also determines the eese of uncovering forage
through pawing; that is, the steeper slopes being more easily worked.
Bull
elk, before their horns are shea, use them to uncover forage in deep snow.
several instances have been note where balls of frozen snow have accumulated on an individual horn of a bull, causing consiaerable inconvenience
to the animal.
Another characteristic of elk is that, where their pawing uncovers only
small amount of food, they will continue pawing until the forage is
completely cut off and. scattered.
This trait may have its analogy in
habit horses have of pawing in a muddy stream in an attempt to get clean water, though they increase the muddiness thereby.
a very

Feeding Habits

The feeding habits of elk during migration from suirner to winter range
are very leisurely.
During the day-time the elk stay under cover of timber

nibble here and there at wnat little palatable forige the,' can find.
Shortli before dark the' emerge from the timber and graze in spells until
dark, after which, judging from the time it takes for a band to migrate froTn
one olece to another, grazing and. browsing still consumes a large part of
their time.
and.

After the migration period is
over and. before forage becomes scarce,
the elk come out of the timber, where
they spend the day, at sundown or
shortly before. At first feeding erratic and consiierable time is spent
in watching for sources of possible
danger. As darmess settles down on
them they become more bold; their attitude becomes less restless nd excitable.
From all indications the elk do
not return to the timber during the
night except for protecticn in case of
intense cold or driving winds.

Even when disturbed or startled
the elk apparently stay in the
open in preference to timber.
In late
January the writer came upon a band. of
elk several hours after dark. Upon
sight of him the elk ran to the edge
of a patch of timber ana stopped in a
compact bunch.
As the writer again approached them, the procedure was repeated..
The whining of the calves was
incessant wnile the disturbance lasted.
at night

Elk grazing in sage brusn.
The author tried to get a
ioser picture but the bull
heard tne camera's click.

The time of day that elk emerge from the timber for feeding and return
to it again depends on a number of factors, such as the condition of the
animals, abundance of available forage, weather conditions, and the amount
of moonlight present. while the animals are in good. condition, feeding is
confined almost exclusively to night time. Later, as forage becomes more
scarce and the animals become poorer, the feeding period is lengthened, in
late Februar,' and early !arch extending from about 3:00 o'clock in the afternoor. to about 9:00 or 10:00 o'clock the next morning, and at times occurring throughout the day in short spells, interspersed by periods of rest.
after the snow begins to leave and more forage is uncovered, there is less
feeding during tne middle of the day, but it is common in early forenoon
and late afternoon.

During a periou extending from about a week before full moon to about
a week afterwara, the decrease in day-feeding is noticeable.
This fact indicates that the el are handicapped by poor visibility when feeding on a
dark night, an that moonlight aids them in securing enougn feed during the
night.
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Last Year's 1se of Range by

Gerne

as

InãiceteLi by Cverbrowsing

At times when ieep ana crusted snow covers most of the winter e1I
range, the elk find it necessary to feed extensively on such browse
s protrudes above snow line or is secure.i wltn a minimun of pawing.
The 5-Types
support the most browse of this cheracter, of which willow is the most
abundant ana most palatable constituent.
Vhen this species is heavily
browsed several years in succession, it becomes stunted an în time dies
This condition has taken place in a number of the important browseout.
Supporting areas on the range, notably in the river bottoms in the Park,
exten1in
from the nortn boundary to the moutu of 3lack Butte Creek, which
is usually heavily utilized throughout the winter; in the 5-Types occurring in Taylor Fork from the mouth of Slide Creek to the mouth of Lightning Creek; to a lesser degree in the 5-types in Porcupine creek about
two miles up from the mouth of that creek; and in the 5-Types of lower
Daly and Teepee Creeks.

While this heavy utilizetion is in reality overbrowsing, it does not
necesserily mean that all other forage has been consumed prior to this
utilization, but rather that snow conditions were such that the other forage was unavailable.
&ìother browse that was heavily utilize
ciurin
the winter of 1933-34
brush (Chrysothamnus speciosus). This is the most palatable upland browse and is cropped heavily every year where available.
Because of
its high palatability, close utilization of this species is not a true indicator of a snortae of forage.
is rabbit

The winter of 1933-34 was very open with a minimum of snow depth and
sub-zero weather, and evidences of overbrowsing which occurred auring that
season was incidental. The fact that no elk died from any of the causes
of which over fifty known died during the course oí the study suggests that
there was no acute shortage of forage.

Critical Periods

-

Reasons

The critical winter period for the herd under discussion was from February 15 to Warch 15.
This included all parts of the range and all the
major bands of elk.
The reasons for the critical period were:

Tick infestations.

is felt that this factor is the main cause
During the perioa indicated the infestations
were at their heaviest.
Practically all 0±' the female ticks were engorged,
causing a serious drain on the blood supply of the animal.
(1)

It

of a poor condition among elk.

(2)
Inoreasea snow depth, creating conaitions unaer wnich it was aifficult for tue elk to move freely from one part of the range to another.
This factor also caused a diminution of available range area.
Though there
was little increase of snow depth during te latter part of February, that
which fell arifted to such an extent that the amount of available range was
appreciably diminished.
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(3)
Lack of available forage. While forage had. been insufficient
throughout the severe part of the winter, the period given above marked
the "lowe' for the winter.
It is be(4)
Lack of feed value in the forage that was available.
lieved by those interested in grazing matters that forage which has been
exposed to winter conditions
of temperature and moisture
for several months is very
low in nutrient content as
compared with the forage of
late fall or early winter.
It seems only natural that
the protein and carbohydrate
elements will leach out in
time and leave the forage unpalatable and low in nutritive value.

(5)
Low temperatures.
2hese were not exceptionally
low, but with the animals at
their poorest, and with their
pelages scraggly and tickinfestea, temperatures did
not need. to get very low before the eLc suffered from exposure. Periods of thawing
weather or wet snowfalls followed by sudden cold spells
were quite common during this
period, and it is believed
that these fluctuations in
weather and temperature conditions were especially deleterious to the elk.

While most of the dead
animals were found during the
latter part of March and the
first three weeks in April,
it snould not be inferred. from
this that this period was more
severe on the elk than the one
Tangible evidence of forage shortto which the critical period
This cropping of pine needles
age.
is ascribea, but rather that
is coimnon during critical period.
they eventually died off from
the effects of the critical
period.
The writer has observed range cattle which, after a seige of exposure to the elements and lack of sufficient food, died. after they had been provided with shelter and tne best of food and care.
It is
believed that the same nolds true with elk.
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Condition of Elk

Consultation witn individuals wno had had previous experience with the
Yellowstone Elk Herò. indicatea that the general condition of this herd was
better ouring trie winter in which the study was made ani the one previous
to it, than hai been the case the preceLdng four or five years.
The winters
0± l93-34 and l94-35 were below normal in severity, to wnich fact the relatively good conaition of the elk is attributed.
At the time the elk made their migration to winter range, which continued through the first three weeks in december, the herd was given the
followin classification as to condition.

Class

.

.

.

.

.

.

consisting of:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..........
.......................

c)

Class II

- -

Good

-

- -

with
Lactating calves
Heifers
Spikes
ßulls
Cows, dry

(a)

anci

-

.

.

90% o± Herd;

call',

c)

Cd)
e)

Class III -

-

unaer 10 years of age

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Older cows, with calves dropped late in season
Mature and ola bulls

(o)

Spikes

...........
.......................
.

Class IV

-

Poor - - - i% of Herd;

-

-

(b)

50%
25%
15%
5%
5%

.

5%
25%
70%

consisting of:

Old cows (diseased, parasitic hosts, etc.)
Old. bulls (disease, parasitic hosts, etc.)

(a)

2O
l5

Fair - - - 4% o± Herd; consisting of:

-

(b)

(a)

65%

consisting of:

.................
......................
.......................
..............
......

(b)

(

of Herd;

......

(b)

(

Very Good - - - 5

- - -

Dry cows (of medium age)
Cows with calves
Heifers

(a)

(

I

.

.

.

.....

20%
80%

On April 15, the end of the winter, before new growth of forage became
abundant enough to beneficially affect the condition of the elk, the herd
was re-classified as follows:
Class
(a)

Cb)
(c)

I

- - -

(b)
o)
d)

(e)

........

Mature cows, (without calf last year)
Heifers
Calves (the largest of the previous year's crop)

..........

Class II - (a)

30% of Herd; consisting of:

Good. - - -

Fair

-

-

-

-

.

.....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

45% of Herd; consisting of:

..........
.......................
.........
.........
...........
.......

Mature cows
Heifers
Calves
Spikes
Bulls

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

65%
30%
5%

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

*

55%
15%
20%
5%
5J

Class
(a)
(b)
(o)
(d)

Class

III - - -

Poor - - - l5

of Herd; consisting of:

.......................
.......................
........................
.......................
................
.....................

Cows (old,

heavily ticic Infested, undernourished)

Calves
Spikes

Bulls
IV

- - - Very Poor - - -

(a)
(b)

Oldeows
Smaller calves

(o)

Old

(a)

Spikes

bulls

.

10%

20%
50%
20%
10%

of Heri; consisting of:

30%

.

......

20;
20%

It shoulo. be understooi that tne various classifications given are
based on the average condition of tre elk on the average 7ear. For instance, a classification of 'Good" given an elk at the end of the winter
does not mean that the elk is in a conJ.ition comparable to that of a grainfed domestic animal of the same classification. It does mean that, cornparea with the average condition of an elk at the ena of a normal winter,
the animal is in good condition.
Nor should the classification given the herd in the fall be thought
to be identical to those of the same grade given at the end of the winter
when the herd was in imch poorer condition. The procedure followed in each
major classification was to ciivid tne herd into four arbitrary grades, and
the percentages given are the estimates of tne portions of the herd that
fell in each.

Because the writer was unacquainted with the condition of the elk durin previous seasons, it was necessary to consult Ranger Vhite (F. S.),
who had been on tne Gallatin District for tr1e previous 1 years, and anger
Grirra (Y. N. P.), who had had four years' previous contact with the herd.
1k

Losses

¿t total of 51 dead elk were found throughout the winter.
0f this nurnber, 11 were found within the Park, either b Ranger Grimm or by members of
the crew. It was estimated that only 70% of the dead animals were found.

Causes oi Jeath
Except in oases where coyotes had devoured the dead animal, post mortems were performed and some diagnosis of the causes oÍ the animals death was
made. The following table presents the data gathered on these:
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Table 4.

________

_ls
Sex and

Ticcs

COWS

e,f,g,h

Data Collected on Elk Post ?ortems

Causes of Death*
Lacc of Forage
Lung
Pneuworms
monja
(malnutrition)

Old
tige

a,b,c,d,e,g,

Unetermined

f,h,

HIF ER S
a,b,c ,d,

FEMALE
CLLVES

e,

,g,

a,o,c,d,g,
h,i,j,k,l,

-

--

_______ ______

-_____

MILE
e,b,

a,

a,ci,e,f,g,

BULLS

e,f,g,h,

a,o,c,e,f,g,h,

i,

ote: Eaon letter in each horizontal coluxnn (i.e., in each sex and age
class) represents one animal of tnat sex and age class.
For example, cow na"
died of ticks, malnutrition an old age, etc.

The following gives the sex and age class ratios of all animals founa
during the winter:

..........................
Spikes ..........................
........................
Cows.
Heifers .........................
Calves (female) .....................
.................
Calves (male)
Total .............
Bulls

.

.

.

l7s5
22.5
2O.O
O.O
3ô.O
4.O
lOO.O

This table shows that 22.5% of the dead animals found were spikes,
while no heifers were found. It is reasonable to assume that, among spikes
and heifers at least, the number of dead animals found is representative,
as regards sex ratio, of the total animals of this age-class that died.
The above table would indicate that spikes are more vulnerable to the adverse conditions prevailing on winter range than the heifers. But among
calves the conaitions are just the reverse. Of the dead calves found,
sswning that up to the age of one 'ear there is no
90.0% were females.
appreciable difference in the strength ana vigor of both sexes, the above
comparison inalcates that the sex ratio in calves is b no means equal.
is believed by the writer tnat the sex ana age class ratios in the
Observations over the winter place
elk herd unaer discussion is unbalanced.
It

these ratios between tne following limits:
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Cows
Bulls.
He1fer
Spices
Calves

46to52

.

................
........

6 to
8
13 to 15

7to 9%
20to22%

Wnile ciirect observations forni tne basis for the above r'tìos, they
were moaifie.i somewhat by taking into consiaeration the fact that adult
bulls are round singly or in small groups on the extremetie of the winter
range ano. are therefore not so easily seen and counte as they would be if
they were with the main bands of the herd
These ratios suiow that the ratio of calves to cows is much smaller than
Allowiiîg for some mortality arog calves during
would normally be expected.
the first swrmer after birth, and for the assirption that some of the cows
are too old for reprcauction (although this number should not exceed 5% of
the total number of cows), it wouU still indicate that approximately half
tne cows were without calves last year.
Hunting Kill Ratios
Data collected during hntin seasons for the three years previous to
period
ot tuis study show an increasingly larger proportion of bill
the
These figures follow:
killed eacn succeeding year.
l933

1932
Cows
dulls.
Calves

.

.

.

45%
32%
23%

Cows
3ulls.
Calves

1934
4l

.

.

.

.

37%
22%

Cows
Bulls.
Calves

.
.

.

16%
78%
6%

(*Note:
Figures for l9i3 do not incluae 29% of total killed, which
were unclassifiect as to sex an age.)

The high )roportion of bulls killed the last season may be explained
by the fact that the advance migration of bulls had just started out of the
Park when the season opened, which made then more numerous on the hunting
The fact that bulls are more attractive and usually
grounds at that time.
larger than the cows may also have had an influence on the number killed.

Referring to the date given on tute sex end age class ratios of dead.
animali found, it will be seen that 17.5% of the total number of animals
It is safe to say that the proportion of
were bulls and 20.0% were cows.
bulls to cows in the above table wouLi be equal, were all the dead animals
found.
As has already been stated, bulls ordinarily frequent the outsiue
limits of the winter range, an.i for that reason not all of tiose that die
are found.. Ami, because they io stay in areas where forage is less palatable ana more difficult to obtain, they are in poorer physical condition
when the critical period oi the winter comes, which causes them to die in
greater numbers.
Another reason for the scarcity of bulls seen is that some of them get
snowed-in in the higher country when deep snow arrives. Tost of these die
of starvation.

L tnird. reason for the re1ative1i high morta1itj of aãult bulls is
This is
that they are in poorer corniition, on the average, than the cows.
due to tne effects of' the rutting season, which ends just prior to the migration to winter range.
The writer believes that the ratio o ''oulls to cows is too low in the
been airected. to the number
heri unaer discussion. Attention has alrea
of barren cows on the winter range, and to the apparent preponderance of'
Possibly this latter condition
female calves over those of the male sex.
Dulls
cows,
causing
the female characteristic
due
low
ratio
to
is
to the
of
processes
dominant
and
to be
the male characteristic to
in the rproduotive
retio
is
a
higher
of' bulls to cows would
be sub-dominant.
It
believed that
of their migration
bulls
the
time
at
prevent the weakened condition of the
mortalit,i
of bulls, to some extent, on winter
to winter rande, decrease the
range, effect a general increase in the calf crop, and proviae a more idemore detailed study of
ally balanced sex ratio among the calves .ropped.
oonditions prevailing on fall range during the rutting season would be necessary to ascertain the role which this factor plays in the statistics of
the herd.
'

Ticks and Other Diseases
Information on Winter Tick
Two species of tick are abundant in 'ontana--the winter tick (Dermacentor albipictus), which spends its life cycle on one animal, and the wood
tick (D. andersoni), a three-host parasite. Only the former is of consequence to elk on winter range.
jn elk that becomes infested with the larvae of the winter tick in the
Quite often both
fall carried these through the nymphel and adult stages.
the larv?e and the nymphs, or nymphs and adults, are found at the same time
This tick rarely, if ever, bites humans.
on the same host.

The food of ticks is the bloou. of animals. According to experiments
conducted by the Public Health Service, it requires about 8 eu. cm. of blood
From this it will be seen that mass into engorge one adult female tick.
on
elk,
constitute a heavy u.rain in loss of
such
as
are
found
festations,
Individual
animal infestations often show
alone
from
host
animal.
blood
the
as
ticks
square
inch
in
some
cases
of heavy infestations.
as many
per
20
be
around
the
bases
or
more
may
found
of bulls' horns in
Cluster of 100
tese cases.

First Infestations ?oted

The date of the first tick infestations noted during the winter was
January 25. On this day the writer found instances of elk rubbing their
sides and backs with their hind hoofs and antlers. Near places where the
elk had bedded down for the day small cup-like masses of hair with ticks
These had dropped off the hoofs
or parts of ticks still in them were found.
and tips of' horns after the animals had rubbed themselves to get rid of the
ticks.

On the 27th of January a dead cow was found in the Gallatin canyon.
This was the first dead animal seen, and it afforded the first 000rtunity
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to note how heavy the tick infestations had become.
The animal had lied of
a complication of old age, lack of proper l'orage, and parasitism by ticks.
The importance of factors contributing to her death are in t'ne orìer named.
xamination for ticks disclosed a lar,e number 0±' ticks on tne belly.
It
was estimates tnat two ticks occupied ever
square inci of the belly sur-

face. The largest ot' these were only slightly engorged, and it was evident
that their presence hai not seriously affected the welfare of the animal.

When Became Troublesome
While ticks were becomin troublesome luring the latter part of January,
they did not seriously contribute to the poor condition of the animals that
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Dark spot behinl tail of snowshoe is a splotcn of blood
left by a tick-infested elk.
See text for explanation.

were in that condition. Durin February the parasites became gradually
more troublesome.
It is believed the warm spells occurring throughout the
month helped to make them more active and to give the elk more trouble.
The only ea elk found during the month showed that the ticks were bcoming noticeably more engorged.
The action of the elk on the range also
showed that they were devoting more and. more time during feeding hours to
getting rid of tne ticks. ft the eni ol' the month a few of the elk--those
in poorest condition--could be tracked by arops et' blood left by therm in
the snow.
This bleeding is caused by the animal cutting the engorged ticks
witn their hoofs, after which the blood drains out of them.
Date Infestation Became Heaviest
During March the tick infestations became so serious that to see tracks
of even a small band of elk without drops 0± blood on the snow along the
-28-

tracks was uncommon.
The weaker animals and quite a number cf the calves
got very ragged-looking toward the end of the month from the absence of
hair on necks and fore-shoulders, which they had rubbed off in trying to
rid, themselves of the parasites.
When such animals bedded down for a while,
they would. leave large splotches of blood on the snow.
kfter feeding during
the day on an area bare of snow, sorne of the badly infested animals were often observed to wade out into a deep drift and lie own in the snow.
This
was evidently done to cool off the ticks end thus quiet them down somewhat.

The period. during which tick infestations were heaviest was from
Marcki 15 to April 15.
Alternating periods of relatively low and high ternperatures, increased. snow depth, and the subsequent lacs of forage made the
last two weeks in Warc'n the critical period of the season.
?Iith the animals
in poorer condition, the tick infestations became correspondingly more severe.
During the first two weeks of April, weather conditions were still
such that very little forage was uncovered of snow, but auring the remaining two weeks the snow broke and. forage wiich had been drifted over the
greater part of the winter became available. New growth of upland grasses
also became increasingly important in the elk's diet.
The relative abundance of forage was soon reflected in the condition oí the animals, and. the

tick infestations gradually ciecreasei. in severity.
ernarks on Ticks

Observations over the period of the study lead the writer to believe
that, while the lack of sufficient forage is largely responsible for the
weakened condition of the elk during the latter part of the winter, ticks
are aireotly responsible t'or practically all tne dead elk found durirc' this
period.
0±' course these two factors dove-tail with each other, and it is
difficult to separate them when dealing with the conaition of the animals.
If forage were plentiful enougn to prevent the elk from becoming undernourished, the ticks would not be a serious menace to them. Conversely,
if there were no ticks, a condition of malnutrition during the critical
period would not materially reduce their numbers. But when an animal already in poor condition becomes so heavily infested with ticks that certain
areas on its body are a solid mat of' engorged ticks ana. blood, the drain of
blood on its system soon saps its energy to the point where it loses all
interest in its surroundings.
A lack of forage will, except where it is so
scarce as to cause starvation, induce tne animal to range about rore actively than usual to get the required feed.
A heavy tick infestation will,
on the other hand, retard the activity of the animal and mace it listless
and phlegmatic.

The above process was clearly illustrated in the case of an adult bull
elk the winter of the stu. This animal was first observed on January 2nd
by the household members of the '320" Ranch at the rnoutri of Buffalohorn
Creek. The bull was eating some hay that was lying behina the barn, a short
distance from trie house. After he left that day some more hay was placed
out for him, to which he returned the next morning and cleaned it up.
In a
short time he became so tame that tney were able to feed him in the barn,
and though he was out with the other elk t'or a few days occasionally, he always returned again. The writer first saw this bull at close range on
April 9th. At that time it was evident that ticks were causing him trouble,
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but his physical condition was not exceptionally poor.
was down, unable to get up, ami had to be killed.

Ten days later he

Post mortem on this elk revealed no internal pathological condition to which his death could be
The two or three weeks
attriuuted.
previous to his death he had hardly
left the ranch buildings, and from
the inuications around the barn at
the time of his death, he had had
During this
all the hay he desired.
than
becorie
much
poorer
had
time he
him
first
writer
observed
when tne
disclosed
camination
at close hand.
a thick mass of engorged ticks at the
base of the skull and on the neck and
foreshoulciers. The loss of blood had
produced in this animal a condition
analogous to anaemia, bringing with
ebiiity and a decrease in
it general
metabolism.
It is believed that
there is also a condition of semiparalysis brougnt on by the concentration of ticks near the nerve centers at the base of the skull.

Other Diseases

No epidemic diseases occurred
in tne elk herd under observation.
Two cases of lung worms were found,
each of which having been an adult
bull, and three cases in which the

Bull elk referrea to
in text.
Note evid.ence of listlessness.

lungs were congested and inflamed,
Each of the
suggesting pneumonia.
latter had died a lingering death,
and it is tnought that exposure and inactivity had engendered this condition of the lungs.
Life History Notes

General Habitat
The forage habits an requirements of elk are verj similar to those of
domestic cattle. By far the major portion of their diet consists of grass
and grass-like plants (sedges and rushes). This fact has been brought out
by a number of authorities who have studied this species of wild life in
great detail. However, the elk prefers a locality in which bodies of timber are available for protection from its natural enemies and from the elements.
In addition to the forage of the open range, elk eat certain species
of browse and wl?eIcs to sorne extent, although of the species of these classes
of forage which grow under a full canopy in the deep timber, few are reiished by elk.

StHO-
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£ItLL, c:O!

The following is a quotation from "Northern Yellowstone El

Studr,'

by W. W. Rush;

"Before the settlement 0± the West the elk herds suimiered
largely in the Transition zone an wintered in the Tpper 3onoran
zone.
At tne present time they summer in the Canadian and Hudsonian zones and winter in the Trnsition and. Canadian zones.
This factor of increased altitude over natural conditions, with
the resultant increased snow depth and shortage 0± forage, explains the heavy loss in the 7 to 11 months old class of the
These young animals cannot overcome the handicap of
herd.
"short rationst' the first winter of their lives without a high
mortality.
A severe winter also registers its effect on the
pregnant animals, indicated by a smell calf crop or a large crop
of calves below the normal in vitality."

Calving Period
'with few exceptions, all cal
with most of them aropping auring
From the time the calves are born
they have no fear of human beings
period they are easily frigritened.
away from their mothers.

es are born between May 15 and. June lO,
the earlier portion of this period.
until they are two or three days old
ana may readily be handled.
After this
and attempt to conceal themselves when

Natural Enemies
The natural enemies of the young elk are coyotes and. bear.
Other enmay be the larger animals of the cat famil:,, but these are not ordinarily found. in the natural habitat of elk and. shouli not rightly be listed
among their natural enemies.
ernies

For the first few days the safety of the calf rests in its protective
coloration, lack of odor, and in the agressive habits 0±' the mother. Mr.
Rusn in his bulletin states that the young calves have no detectable odors,
and that coyotes and bear have been seen hunting without success for calves
concealed. in tall grass, though they approached within a few yards of them.

An elk calf of a few weeks of age depends on its legs for protection,
being at this time quite strong ana swift of foot.

Lactation
The nursing period normally ends about the first of ecember or a litIn the case of cows that are not pregnant, howtie prior to this date.
ever, it is very irregular and. may last until the following June or July
in very exceptional cases.

Reproauction

and.

Breeding Habits

The male calves show the first ind.ications of antlers between the ages
of one and two years, at which time they have single tines varying in length
from 10" to 16".
These are kept through the second winter of the animal's
life and are usually shed during the month of May following.
A new set
start their growth immediately--in fact, the theory is that the beginning
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of rowtb of the new set
ush
the old. et off--and. these ma hie from twoto four-pointed.
At the ae of five iears the male is considerei full grown
and. the set of antlers he grows at this time are from five- to seven-pointed
and of impressive size.
The largest set measure
in the Yellowstone Par
in recent
ears had a spread of 481 inches, outside curve of 57 inches, and
burr circumference of ll- inches.

During the process of growth the antlers re covered with a "velvet"
which apparentli has a function in antler growth enalogous to that of bark
on a tree.
After they are full grown this velvet comes off in fragments
and shreds, and in the case o the adult male the removal of this velvet is
facilitated bi the animal's "shadow-bcxing" with small trees.
M.ithorities seem to aeree that the growing end shedding of antlers is
connected in some pbîsiological manner with the breeding season. While the
antlers are still in the velvet the animal is very careful not to abrede them
when going through timber. Fighting among males is, as
rule, not indulged.
in while the antlers are in the velvet.
Alter this is shed., they harden and
are polishei b' the animal.
A.t
this stabe the bull elk is considered a dangerous animal to meet in the woods, as he is very aggressive and will charge
at anything that will come in his way.

Shortly after the velvet is shed (about September 10) the bulls begin
to collect their harems.
harem may consist of from two to sixteen cows,
but tne average is about six.
Once having collected his harem, a bull
will try to ceep it intact from the rest of the herd. or from other herems
and will fight other bulls to do so.
'

The breeding season lasts from about the midle of September t Cctober 10, durin which time the most of the cows are bred.
T'ormally, accordIng to I\r. Rush, yearling cows do not breed., but about 98
of two-year-olds
and. o1.ier, the extremely old. ones excepted., are pregnant.

Compatability
Elk live in complete harmony with the other herbivorous animals of
their natural habitat and range. They have been observed to graze together
with eer, antelope ami buffalo without snowing any concern over the presence of these other species.
The writer has observea, however, that elk
are uneasy at the sight of a moose.
&s the habitat of the moose is heavy
timber, this indcation of incompatability strengthens the argument that
the elk was originally an animal of the plains or of the less timbered.
rasslend.s.

Numbers of

lk on Forest Dur in

Studi

The elk wintering on the Gallatin District had previously been divided.
into the following groups:
(1)

(2)

The Gallatir Heri, comprising by far the largest portion of
the elk herd in the Gallatin River drainage. These spend.
the summer in the Yellowstone Park and migrate out onto the
winter elk range on the Gallatin District in early winter.
The Gallatin-Wadison Herd, which winter and summer on the
west sile of the Gallatin River.
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(3)

The Gallatin-Yellowstone Herd, whose habitat throughout
the year is said to be on the east side of the Gallatin
River.

ihen the study was begun, the Gallatin Herd hai already started their
migration.
It was impossible at this time to demarcate between the various
herds of elk, assuming that such definite herds existed. Nor was any evidence uncovered throughout the period of the stuy to indicate that these
herds remained segregated from each other.

The main Gallatin Herd was counted and recounted so often during the
winter that, witnin reasonable limits, the writer has no doubts aboì:t the
number of elk comprising this herd at that time.
This number is p]aced at
1500 head, which includes those wintering in the Park area on the Gallatin
Drainage.

Recent past estimates of the size of this herd, based on partial
counts, had placed their number at between 2500 and 3000 head. By this it
is not inferred that these estimates were in error, but rather that there
have been reductions in numbers in this herd, caused by conditions not
clearly evident at present.
Factors wnicn may be mentioned as being responsible for these wide fluctuations are:
(1) intermingling with other
Park herds, as already mentioned early in this work, resulting in different portions of the entire forth Yellowstone Herd migrating to the two different winter range areas upon the advent of winter; (2) reduction through
biotic and pathologic causes; and (3) drastic reductions on certain years
through hunting. An intensive study of this herd over a number of years
should clarify the causes for tnese fluctuations.
Salting Practice and

tJse

of Salt

It is a well-known fact that the use of range by domestic stock cari
be influence by the placement of salt on the range.
Supplying stock with
salt is also helpful in keeping it in gooa healtn.
As the game manager is
interested in getting the fullest use of the game range, as well as in
keeping the wilu stock thereon in tie best of condition, salt was placed
out at strategic points over the range to bring about the desired objectives.

During the first three weecs in December nine salt troughs were set
At first the results desired were to create a greater use of range
area which would later be renered unavailable due to excessive snow depth.
With the advent of winter )roper and deeo snow, tne placement of salt had
little influence on the portions of tne range used and the main objective
was merely to supply the elk with enough salt.
out.

0ormercial manufacturers of sulfurized salt claim for it efficacy in
ridding domestic stock of parasites, and it was thought a worthwhile experiment to Supply tne troughs with this variety of salt, hoping thereby to
decrease the severity of tici infestations in the elk.
It soon became evident that the elK ned a strong preference for ordinary salt over the medicated kind. This fact was strongly brought out in
cases where a block of each kind was placed within a few feet of each other.

When the elk come onto the winter range in fal they pass through an
area on which salt of the ordinary variety is supplied by the Park Service.
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The use of this salt is uniformly heavy ãur1n December and the ear1r part
of January, being about .5 lb. per animal per month during thft perio.
As
this type of salt is very nearly the same as that foun1 in ntural salt
licks, it is not strane that they gave it preference to the medicated. variety.
Utilization of sulfur salt coula veri probably be increased bj providing the troughs with weather-proof shelters to keep out drifting snow.
3ut
in the ord.inar salt troughs placed on the ground, the snow melts out the
salt even at temperatures below freezing, leaving a coat of practically pure
sulfur on the outside which the animal will not touch.
It may be practical
to construct a support on the site of a tree above the line of drifting
snow, witri a shelter over it to keep out failing snow.
?his provision would
also prevent slt loss through weathering.

During the rnontns of January, February and parch use of salt on the
major elk range was relatively light as compared to that given the Park
Service troughs. Early in pril salt consumption gradually increased again
and became normal trie month following.
From the rsults of the winter's
work it is thought that salt plays no important role in the management of
elk on winter range. The perioa most productive of the desired objectives
begins as soon as the elk have become accustomed to salt in early winter
and practically ends as soon as deep snow arrives.
After this period the
salt should be placed in the areas used by them, else they will be deprived
of it.

PART

REOOWJÊT IONS

FOR FUTURE

III
MANPGENT 0F ELK OT AREA

BeGarne management on winter rane is ordinarily a local problem.
cause of the aiversity of local renge conditions ami economic interests,
it is obvious that "blanket" rules are impractical of application. In
the formation of a plan of management, only the general policies can be
adhereu. to from year to year. The detailed plan must be very flexible to
take care of changing conditions on the range as caused by ifferences in
weather conitions and b changes in the number and condition of the animala themselves.

te

successful management of gaine
borne in mind that for
factors
involve, derivei from years
of
the
knowledge
thorough
resources,
4.s triis thesis
esire
objectives.
the
securing
essential
to
of stuu.y, is
was written on information gatherea on only one winter's contact with the
elk in this region, the recommemxations given should be regardai. as tentative in character.

It

snouLi oe

a

Number

of Elk to be Maintained in Area

In determining the number of elk to be maintained in a given area,
the most important consideration is the amount of forage aveilable uring
availability at
time
the critical perio of the winter.
the winter epencis on a number of factors, some 01 which are within the
control of man ami others controlled by nature. Those controlled by mn
are (i) the nurriber of stock permitteì to graze on the area the previous
summer, and (2) the number of "dude" ranches on the area, who ordinarily
have a small herd of cattle on their holdins for "atmosphere', and also
their string of riding ana pack horses which graze wherever the ranch
guests happen to be taken on trips.

Reference has already been made in this report to the fact that peron the Gallatin District has gradually been cut down to between 5O6 and ?5 of the carrying capacity of the ranges. The Forest Service policy is to limit this still further as soon 's it becomes expedient
to do so. It has also been the policy to curb tne number of horses and
cattle that dude ranchers may keep on the forest. So all in all, the factors influencing tne arunt of forage for wiLi gaine which are witnin the
jurisdiction and control of man have oeen satisfactorily disposed of.

mitted grazing

natural factors affecting the abundance of available forage are
precipitation for several years past, and especially for
the previous year, (2) the length of growing season of the previous summer,
and (3) the amount and conuition of snow during the winter. Each of these
factors vary from year to year; and when it happens that all three are unfavorable to an abunance of iorage, the variation from one year to the
next may be very great.
The

(1) the amount of

exoeptionall low in precipitation in the region of the Gallatin Forest and resulted in a small crop of native forage,
The summer of 1934 was
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even though the growing season was about normal. Ranger White of the Gallatin District estimated. the forage crop to have been 30% below normal.

This shortage of forage was partially offset by tne fact that above-freezing temperatures occurred intermittently throughout the winter, which uncovered an appreciable area of range and mae it available to elk. This
was especially true of south ana southwest exposures.
While no accurate temperature, snow depth, and snow condition records
of past winters are available at present to compare with those of the winter of 1934-35, it was the opinion of the local residents on the Gallatin
Drainage that this winter was below normal in severity. Ranger White
statei definitely that the precipitation was below thet of the normal win-

ter.

Despite tne factors beneficial to forage bundance outlined above, it
patent that during the critical period extending from February 15 to
Varch 15 tne available forage was inaiequate to the needs of the elk. This
shortage woul have been correspondingly more acute hai the climatic conditions and snow depta over the winter been normal--and conditions iuring the
normal winter must of course form the criterion on which to bse the carrying capacity of the winter elk range.
was

There 8hould be no good reason for maintaining on a starvation die" an
elk herd too large for the amount of available forage during the critical
period, when this is done at the cost of losing a considerable portion of
the herd from the so-callei "natural causes" of malnutritioL, tick infestations, internal parasites and diseases. The writer believes that malnutrition is the predispo3ing cause for tile other harmful factors mentioned, and
that by decreasing the herd to the proper limits, the general conxition of
the elk may be improved to the point where internal and external parasites
and disease woula not seriously affect the mortality rate in the herd.

It is believed that, for reasons o± good game management as well as
for humane reasons, it would be advisable to base the number of elk to be
maintained on the area on the carrying capacity of the range turing the
critical periou of tne abnormally severe winters, taking into consideration all tue factors affecting abundance of forage and the welfare of the
elk. As the herd which frequents trie Gallatin Drainage does not constitute a distinct herd in itself but intermingles with the main Yellowstone
Park heru, there would be no u.anger of reducing it to the point where the
danger of extinction would become serious.
Reference has already een mae to the economic and social status of
the local resiients in the Gallatin River drainage. Because of attempts
by the ?orest Service to eliminate these submarginal farming and ranching
units from the fore3t, and because of convictions resulting from game law
violations, there is a feeling of vigorous antagonism against the Forest
Service, which complicates the administration of the forest. During severe winters this conmiunity is isolated for several months at e time from
a source of fresh meat. When the neet for this type of food becomes acute,
they have txieir choice of butchering the domestic stock upon wnich they
depend for a living or of killing an occasional elk. "Wh; should we be
denied this source of' meat," tney say, "when every year a large number of
elk aie of starvation ana are left to rot?" Lnd considereci from this an-
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gle alone, lt must be athitte
that they have a very good reason for resenting legal interference in their methods of securing the winter's meat
supply.
In the past the local settlers have had considerable trouble with elk
breaking down pasture fences and eating up their winter's hay supply.
As
neitner the Forest Service nor the Contana Game Conmiission assume any responsibilitì to make good this loss and damage by elk, one cannot help but
sympathize with the settlers in their attitude.
& reduction in the size
of the elk herd would, if carried to the uoiflt where the natural forage
would be adequate to the needs of the herd, eliminate this point of contention between the Forest Service and the settlers.

substantial reduction in the Gallatin herd would accomplish a twofold purpose:
(i) lt wouLi contribute to the general welfare of those elk
wintering on tne Gallatin ?orest in winter, as outlined in the foregoing;
and (2) it would result in greater satisfaction on the part of the local
residents within the boundaries of the forest with the policies of the game
enforcement agencies, which in turn would be a help in gaine law enforcement.
For this reason the writer reconmiends that the size 0± the Gallatin herd be
limited to about 1000 head.
Length of Hunting Season
The Montana State Game commission has the authority to open or close
the hunting season on big game at any time in the interests of game management. A reduction of the elk herb. could therefore be easily effected by
inoreaing the length of the hunting season. It would not be practical to
open the season earlier, as this would have the effect of keeping the elk
farther up in the Park when they should be out on the forest using forage
which later will be covered with snow. A better method wouhi be to add
the extension on the last part of' the present season, wnich is from October 15 to November 15.
In case of a large influx of outside hunters and
the danger of drastic reduction in the size of the herd, the Coamuission
could exercise Its authority 0± closing the season ani prevent too great
a kill.
A checking station at the entrance to the forest plus an effective field patrol woulu. make possible an accurate check on the nunber of
elk killed. This procedure would not set a definite length to the hunting
season. Also, it would allow hunting after deep snow and co1i weather
would make a hunting trip in the mountains a 9recarious undertaking except
for those people who make their home in this environment. This fact would
tend to appease the local resentment toward the Forest Service and at the
same time allow the inhabitants to secure their meat for the winter.
In
the presence of cold weather, they couLi store sufficient fresh meat to
last tnem for the balance of the winter.

Methods of Hunting
The writer believes that in an elk herd which presents a management
problem in regard to sex ratio, numbers to be maintained, and early winter
utilization as acute s that presented by the Yellowstone-Gallatin herd,
some form of hunting season control besides the one now in use in indicated.

!igration of tne above herd into the northern portion of the Park noruring tne last two weeks in October.
By the first of Novem-

mally begins
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ber, from 250 to
0O usuall, have drifted into Daly and Thepee Creeks and
tne areas between these ira1nages. These are at present the most severely
overgrazed areas on the winter elc range. Certain parts of it are becoming
badly eroded, and it will be merely a question of time before a lrge share
of it will no longer support any forage cover.
Being directly in the path
of migration, both in early winter and. again in the spring when the elk return to the Park, utilization is naturally heaview than it otnerwise would

be.

rosion

slopes facing al Creek.
Yote an
almost total lack of vegetation.
o

The earliest migration out of tne Park occurs fro Daly Creek across
the Park boundary into Teepee Creek, and from thence via the Teepee-Cowflat
Pass into Bufx'alohorn Creek. This route practically coincides with Trail
No. 12 (see map).
The present boundary of the State Game Preserve (on the east side of
the Gallatin River) extends just around. the head of Teepee creek.
During
hunting season the hunters patrol along this boundary and any snooting
which occurs keep the elk from migrating over the pass mentioned until after
the hunting season.
This feature is largely responsible for the heavy utilization and overgrazing in Daly and Teepee Creeks.

The lack of balance in sex ratios existing in the elk herd under
cussion (see discussion of sex ratios, above) makes it aesirable that
form of selection of hunting season kill as regaras sex be exercised.
the above reasons tne writer recommends that a limited license system,
as is briefly
escribed below, be put into effect.
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dissome
For

such

Lirnite

License System

This system wotLi require a division of the huntinC range area into
natural topographic units.
Streams would be satisfactory
bourniaries between adjacent units.
The pian calls for an efficient field
patrol, the duties of which are to check on the numbers o elk in each
unit, tne occurrence of migrations, and any otner information which would
have e bearing on the esirability of hunting in en particular unit.
Checking stations are to be maintained at all points of entry onto the forest and hunters ere to be checked both in and out.
Upon being checked in,
the hunter is route to the unit in which he is to hunt, and in addition,
he is told what sex of elk he may kill.
Upon being checked out, his kill
is inspectea and a record Is kept of it for future reference.
a number of

Such a system woula be a great improvement over the present system,
which allows hunting anywhere without restrictions as to sex.
If properly
carried Out, this system would:
(1)

Allow an earlier and more substantiel migration to take
place into 3uffalonorn and Porcupine creeks, thereby effectin utilization of these areas before deep snow makes
parts of tnem unavaIlable.

2)

Decrease overgrazing ana tena to check erosion in lower
Teepee and Daly Creeks.

(3)

Permit restoration of balance in sex ratios or to alter
present ratios to any considered ideal.

(4)

Permit systematic reduction of herd to the grazing capacity of range during the winter critical period.

(5)

Improve hunting conditions by more equally distributing
hunting over the area.

C

Respectfully submitted,
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